
Adhesive Spray

Transparent Temporary Adhesive Spray 

KK 100

The adhesive spray KK 100 fixes stretchy fabrics and knitwear 

and thus prevents warping of the knitwear during the embroidery 

process. It is ideal for holding die-cuts in place for appliqués and 

small pre-cut parts, such as trouser pockets and collars for further 

processing. Delicate items that you don‘t want to hoop to avoid 

pressure marks can be easily positioned for embroidery. Smooth 

fabrics are prevented from slipping by fixing with KK 100.

For Temporary Fixation



u  Tip:
 Store spray at room 
 temperature for 24 hours 
 prior to application.

Technical Specifications:

u  Composition: 
 Adhesive: Vinyl acetate polymer Solvent: Methylal
 Propellant gas (aerosol): dimethyl ether (DME)

u  Colour: transparent

u  Acid value: acid-free

u  KK 100 is non-toxic, almost odourless, flammable

u  Packaging: 500 ml cans

u  Shipping and packaging size:
 Single cans or carton of 12 cans

KK 100
Main Use: !

u  Shake before use. Always spray away from the body.
 Observe the safety instructions on the can.

u  KK 100 is suitable for all textile fabrics and many 
 porous materials.

u  Keep the bottle as upright as possible and at a 
 distance of 30cm away from the fabric. 

u  To ensure the correct distribution of the adhesive, 
 push down the spray button as far as possible.

u  Allow the adhesive to dry for 30 seconds 
 before gluing.

Recommended Processing:
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u  Stretchable fabrics and knitwear: to prevent   
 warping of knitwear, use  KK 100 to temporarily 
 bond STIFFY embroidery nonwoven and fabric.

u  Appliqués: KK 100 fixes appliqués accurately for 
 the embroidery process.

u  Smooth fabrics: KK 100 prevents smooth fabrics 
 from slipping - spray on embroidery nonwoven 
 and press-on fabric.

Professional materials for high-quality embroidery results – tried and tested in the clothing, promotion and home 
textile industries. For more information visit our website www.gunold.de!

u  Cuts: KK 100 secures cuts on the embroidery 
 nonwoven - ideal for trouser pockets, collars, ... 

u  Pieces which you do not want to hoop in order 
 to avoid pressure marks. Hoop STIFFY em-
 broidery nonwoven, spray with KK 100, secure 
 parts to be embroidered.

u  The adhesive strength can vary slightly 
 depending on the nature or treatment of the 
 fabric. Textile fabrics often contain finishes and 
 the adhesive strength is increased if the fabric 
 has been ironed beforehand. 

u  KK 100 leaves no stains when handled correctly, 
 even on delicate fabrics. Nevertheless, it is 
 always advisable to carry out a preliminary test 
 with the fabric or material that you want to 
 process.




